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A bstract
A two dimensional numerical model of the high electron mobility transis­
tor with multisubband consideration in the quantum well is presented. Ng 
and Khoie [1] [2] previously presented a two-dimensional numerical model for 
High Electron Mobility Transistors in which Boltzmann’s Transport Equa­
tions were numerically solved along with a self consistent solution of Poisson 
and Schrodinger’s Equations. In that model, the transport of carriers took 
place in two layers in GaAs region: the lowest subband of the quantum well 
and a non-quantized bulk layer.
In this thesis, the previous one-subband model is extended to include 
transport of electrons in the quantum well with two subbands. The two 
higher moments of Boltzmann Transport Equations are solved for the two 
lowest subbands and the bulk system; six transport equations, four for the 
two subbands and two for the bulk system. The Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s 
Equations are solved self-consistently. The wavefunctions obtained are used 
to calculate the ionized impurity scatterings and the polar optical-phonon 
scatterings for five subbands in the quantum well from which the mobilities 
for each subband are calculated along the channel. The scattering rates 
obtained are in good agreement with those reported by Yokoyama and Hess 
[3]. Coupling terms between the two subbands in the quantum well and 
the bulk system are derived from scattering rates and used in the Boltz­
mann Transport Equations which are numerically solved in the form of a 
current continuity equation and an energy transport equation to obtain i - v  
characteristics of the device.
Although our Poisson-Schrodinger solver can predict up to five subbands, 
Because of intensive computations involved, only two subbands are taken 
into account in the results produced. Given the fact that at 300 K more than 
85 percent of electrons are distributed between the two lowest subbands [3], 
it is believed that additional accuracy in the results by treatment of the third 
and higher subbands as quantized systems would not justify the additional 
computation efforts.
The i — v characteristics are compared to the previous model [1][2], where 
only one subband was taken into account. In present model, we obtain lower 
transconductance and unity gain frequency which were overestimated in the 
previous model. At a gate bias of 0.625 V, we obtained a transconductance of 
316 mS/mm, a gate capacitance of 17.68 pF/cm, and a unity-gain frequency 
of 28.44 GHz, compared to the transconductance of 520 mS/mm, the gate 
capacitance of 21.0 pF/cm, and the unity gain frequency of 39 GHz, reported 
by Ng and Khoie [1][2].
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
It has long been recognized that GaAs can offer many advantages over 
conventional Si devices at high frequencies, and work continues for new 
transistor structures to replace the ordinary FET. Recently, there has been 
considerable interest in the development of an AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunc- 
tion field effect structure commonly called Modulation Doped Field Effect 
Transistor (MODFET), or High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT), or 
Two-Dimensional Electron Gas Field Effect Transistor (TEGFET), or selec­
tively Doped Heterojunction Transistor (SDHT); all of which describe the 
technology employed in creating the structure, or the resultant electronic 
properties.
In 1984, Widiger from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, re­
ported a hydrodynamic transport model consisting of the two higher order 
moments of Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE), for the High Electron 
Mobility Transistor [4]. In Widiger’s model, the quantum well was treated by 
using the triangular well approximation which approximates the variation of 
the electrostatic potential in the quantum well by a linear relationship. Also, 
the electric field in the quantum well was assumed constant, and electrons
1
were assumed to reside right at the heterojunction and form a 2DEG with 
zero width. These assumptions eliminate the necessity of a self-consistent 
solution of Poisson and Schrodinger. In Widiger’s model, the hot electron 
effects such as velocity overshoot and conduction outside the quantum well 
were included. The various coefficients in Boltzmann Transport Equations 
were taken as functions of the average energy, where the functional depen­
dencies of the parameters (mobility, longitudinal and transverse diffusivity, 
and power dissipation on average energy) were determined from steady state, 
homogeneous Monte Carlo simulations and from experimental results. In or­
der to formulate the transport parameters as a function of average energy, 
from the parameter-field relations and the energy-field relation determined 
from Monte Carlo simulations, the field was algebraically eliminated from 
the two relations. The values were calculated at discrete fields and linear 
interpolation was used to develop a continuous range. The Monte Carlo 
simulation included polar-optical and deformation phonon scattering and 
employed an ensemble technique which facilitates electron-electron scatter­
ing. The four moments equations were reduced to two equations with two 
dependent variables: the electron concentration and the average energy. 
The set of differential equations were completed with the Poisson’s Equa­
tion with the potential becoming a third dependent variable. So, there were 
three equations (two equations from Boltzmann moment equations, and the 
Poisson’s Equation) and three unknowns (electron concentration, average 
energy and the potential). These equations were solved numerically using 
finite difference schemes for both time and space. The model considered 
the lowest subband in the quantum well and the bulk system, assuming 
that a group of closely spaced subbands have the property of a bulk sys­
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tem. Therefore, it has been assumed that the potential of the bulk system 
at the edge of the quantum system is at the second subband energy. For 
the insulator/vacuum interface, the inclusion of the interactions with the 
vacuum potential was found to have negligible effect because of the large 
dielectric difference between the vacuum and semiconductor. Therefore, the 
perpendicular field at the vacuum interface was taken to be zero. The posi­
tion extending to infinity below the device was modeled as finite to facilitate 
numerical analysis. The contact sides were taken as infinitely long since in 
a physical device these sides are long in relation to the device length, and 
the electron concentration at the source and drain contacts are assumed to 
be fixed.
In 1989, Ng and Khoie developed a two-dimensional self consistent nu­
merical model for HEMT with consideration of quantization in the channel 
[1][2]. Unlike Widiger’s model, the quantization was not treated by means 
of a triangular well approximation. Instead, the spatial spread of the elec­
tron concentration in the quantum well normal to the heterojunction was 
taken into consideration by solving Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s Equations 
self-consistently. As in Widiger’s model, the Boltzmann Transport Equa­
tions in the form of a current continuity equation and an energy transport 
equation were solved to obtain the transient behavior. The transport of 
carriers took place in two layers in GaAs region: the lowest subband of the 
quantum well and a non-quantized bulk layer. Electrons in the quantum 
well traveled in one direction along the heterojunction, whereas electrons in 
the bulk layer traveled in all directions on the two-dimensional simulation 
plane. A finite difference scheme based on a non-uniform rectangular mesh
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was used to solve the system of equations. The simulation program devel­
oped was used on a number of device structures to investigate the effects 
on the overall performance of the device due to variation of the gate length 
and the impurity doping concentration in AlGaAs.
In 1986, Yokoyama and Hess [3] studied the electron transport in Al- 
GaAs/GaAs structures including multisubband conduction at 77 K and 300 
K. The electronic states of the quantum well were calculated self-consistently 
taking the five lowest subbands into account. The numerically obtained wave 
functions and energy levels were used to obtain the major two-dimensional 
scattering rates in each subband. The steady-state and transient behavior 
of the electrons in the well were studied through a Monte Carlo particle 
simulation. It was shown that high transient velocities (3 to 8x107cmjaec) 
can be expected at low and intermediate fields.
In this thesis, we extend Ng and Khoie’s One-Subband Self-Consistent 
Boltzmann Transport Equation (OS-SCBTE) model to a Multi-Subband 
Self-Consistent Boltzmann Transport Equation (MS-SCBTE) model. Polar 
optical-phonon and ionized impurity scattering rates are calculated for each 
subband in the quantum well from the equations derived by [3]. The rates 
of transfer of electrons and their energies to and from each subband are cal­
culated from the intersubband and intrasubband scattering rates. The two 
higher moments of Boltzmann equation in the form of a current continuity 
equation and an energy balance equation, along with the self-consistent so­
lution of Poisson and Schrodinger equations are numerically solved to obtain 
i — v characteristics. Because of the computation time involved, we consider 
the electrons in the lowest two subbands to be in the quantum well with
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their motion restricted to only one dimension, and the electrons in the third 
and higher subbands to behave as bulk electrons with no restrictions in their 
motion.
In Chapter 2 we study the origin of HEMT and its operation along with 
different methods of modeling. Chapter 3 introduces scattering mechanisms 
and mobilities in the quantum well, and the results of the scattering rates 
are compared to the results reported previously [3]. Chapter 4 describes our 
self consistent numerical model and the system of equations used, Chapter 
5 outlines the boundary conditions used. The results of our simulation are 
presented in Chapter 6. For the purpose of comparison of scattering rates, 
the results reported by Yokoyama and Hess [3] are presented. Results of 
OS-SCBTE model reported by Ng and Khoie [1][2] are also reproduced in 
Chapter 6 for comparison with our MS-SCBTE results. The significance and 
importance of the treatment of the quantum well as a two-subband system 
are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
High Electron M obility  
Transistors
2.1 O rigin o f  H E M T
The HEMT device evolved from the superlattices (alternating layers of GaAs 
and AlGaAs) studied by Leo Esaki and Ray Tsu in the late 1960’s at the 
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, N.Y. They 
realized that extra high electron mobility could be realized in semiconduc­
tors if electrons were transferred from a doped AlGaAs layer to an adja­
cent undoped GaAs layer. In 1978, Raymond Dungle, Horst Stormer, and 
Arthur Gossard at Bell Laboratories, demonstrated that the extremely high 
electron mobilities are possible with modulation doping of a GaAs-AlGaAs 
superlattice. Realizing that a structure containing only two of the layers 
of a superlattice (one AlGaAs layer and one GaAs layer) could form the 
basis for a high-speed FET, researchers at other laboratories began work on 
the device: the University of Illinois and Rockwell International Corp., in 
addition to Bell Laboratories in the United States, Fujitsu in Japan, and 
Thomson CSF in France.
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In 1980, Fujitsu announced a ring oscillator, then Thomson and Bell Lab­
oratories followed with similar announcements, and the technology made a 
breakthrough for super low-noise devices and ultra-high speed digital cir­
cuits [5]. Pseudomorphic sub Q.1-fun gate length HEMT’s have been fab­
ricated with cutoff frequencies in excess of 270 GHz [6]. Other researchers 
have reported successful fabrication of HEMT devices with cutoff frequencies 
ranging from 55 to 170 GHz [7]-[8].
2.2 D ev ice  O peration
The basis of the HEMT is a lattice matched heterojunction formed between 
two compound semiconductors: GaAs (undoped) and AlGaAs (doped). 
Electrons from the donor AlGaAs move through the crystal until they fall 
into the lowest energy states available to them which is located just on the 
GaAs side of the heterojunction interface. The transfer of electrons from 
AlGaAs to GaAs satisfies the equilibrium requirement of a constant Fermi 
energy through the heterojunction, and causes strong electric fields perpen­
dicular to the interface which in turn causes bending of the energy bands 
near the interface. This band bending forms a potential well. Therefore, 
the electrons accumulate in a thin sheet, form a ’’two-dimensional electron 
gas” (2DEG) in which electrons motion is restricted to only one direction: 
parallel to the heterojunction. Fig. 2.1 shows the formation of the 2DEG in 
GaAs. E q and E \ are the energies of the first two subbands in the quantum 
well. Egi and Eg2 are the GaAs and AlGaAs energy bandgaps respectively, 
and AEc and A E V are the conduction and valence band discontinuities re­
spectively [9]. This spatial separation of the conduction electrons from their 
parent donor impurities gives rise to very high electron mobility, because of
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reduction in electron-impurity scattering. The switch-on time in general is 
determined by the ratio of the device length to the transient velocity. In the 
switch-off case, both the source and drain currents reach their steady-state 
values at approximately the same time, and are at the same voltage.
Due to its unique advantages described earlier, namely, being the fastest 
switching FET and offering the lowest noise figures at very high frequencies 
substantial performance improvements in both microwave and digital cir­
cuits have been obtained. In 1984, the first subnanosecond access time was 
reported in a semiconductor, using HEMT; the 1 Kb static RAM achieved 
an access time of 0.87 ns at 77 K [10]. In 1988, a static flip-flop frequency di­
vider have been fabricated with 0.2 fim gate length AlInAs/GalnAs HEMTs. 
The highest operating frequency of 26.7 GHz was achieved, and at this fre­
quency, the divider dissipated only 73.1 mW [11]. Recently, a 0.1 fim InGaAs 
High Electron Mobility Transistor has been reported with a noise figure of
2.1 dB, and a maximum gain of 9.6 dB at 94 GHz. The transconductance 
of this device is as high as 700 raS/mm [12].
In order to successfully fabricate HEMT devices, the heterojunction must 
be smooth, which requires the use of advanced techniques such as Molec­
ular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) to prepare uniform semiconductor layers [13]. 
The lattice must also be closely matched to prevent undue lattice strains. 
AlGaAs has a lattice spacing within 0.1 percent of GaAs and therefore, 
extremely abrupt heterojunctions can be grown.
2.3 H E M T  M od elin g
In recent years, along with advances in the fabrication of HEMT, a number 
of analytical and numerical models for HEMT have been published.
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The earliest analytical one-dimensional models are based on the linear 
charge control model [14][15] in which a constant correction distance of the 
two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) layer from the heterointerface is as­
sumed. In more recent charge control models, the effect of the distance 
between the 2-DEG and the heterointerface on the electron concentration in 
the 2-DEG has been explicitly taken into account [16][17]. Although there 
is less computational time involved, compared to numerical modelings they 
lead to less accurate results.
Another method that has widely been used is the Monte Carlo simu­
lation, which simulates the motion of microscopic particles [18][19]. The 
Monte Carlo simulation is a complicated method that is used for better 
understanding of device physics as well as to check the validity of more el­
ementary models. It follows the motion of the carrier representative point 
in reciprocal space, simultaneously taking into account the effects of electric 
field, and various kinds of scattering the carriers may undergo, as well as 
their respective probabilities. The carrier velocity is then obtained from its 
location in reciprocal space, and carrier position in real space is obtained by 
the integral of velocity over time. Using this method requires knowledge of 
the band structure of the semiconductor material and the parameters nec­
essary to evaluate various scattering probabilities. So, all the microscopic 
processes are accounted for. Monte Carlo simulation of large number of 
particles is used to evaluate carrier density as a function of space and time. 
Current and continuity equations are automatically solved in the simulation 
itself. Also, Monte Carlo method can bypass the difficulties in directly solv­
ing the complicated system of equations, but the desired accuracy can only 
be obtained by increasing the computational time. As the number of sam-
9
pie events increases, the uncertainty in statistical measurement decreases. 
The resulting electron distribution becomes the solution to the Boltzmann 
Transport Equation [20].
The third approach for characterizing the HEMT is using two-dimensional 
numerical models in which Boltzmann Transport and Poisson Equations are 
solved numerically [21]-[22]. Widiger [21] has taken into account the elec­
tron heating phenomenon by using hydrodynamic-like transport equations, 
which include the two higher order moments of Boltzmann equation. In 
Widiger’s model the quantum well is treated by using the triangular well 
approximation in which the electric field in the quantum well is assumed 
constant, and electrons are assumed to reside right at the heterojunction 
and form a 2-DEG with zero width.
The electron energy states in the quantum well are described by Schrodin­
ger’s Equation. Schrodinger’s Equation involves the electrostatic potential 
in the quantum well which itself depends on the electron concentration in 
the quantum well. Consequently, obtaining an accurate estimate of electron 
density in the quantum well requires a self-consistent solution of Poisson’s 
and Schrodinger’s Equations. Self-consistent models have been proposed 
by other researchers [3] ,[23] ,[24]. Yokoyama and Hess [3] have used self- 
consistent solutions of Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s Equations to calculate 
the electron states in the quantum well. Stern and Das Sarma [23] have also 
employed a self-consistent model to calculate the energy levels of electrons 
in GaAs/AlxGai-xAs heterojunction. Voinigescu [24] has applied a similar 
self-consistent model to a MODFET with arbitrary band geometry.
Previously, Ng and Khoie presented a one-subband two-dimensional nu­
merical model for High Electron Mobility Transistor [1][2], which adopted
10
the transport scheme from Widiger [4], and solved the Poisson and Schrodin­
ger’s Equations self-consistently. In their model, they considered the elec­
trons in the first subband to be quantized (2-Dimensional Electron Gas) 
and electrons in the second and higher subbands to behave as bulk carriers 
( 3-Dimensional Electron Gas). In this thesis we extend the previous model 
to a two-subband self-consistent model. We have incorporated an additional 
self-consistency by calculating the field-dependent energy-dependent carri­
ers mobility. These mobilities are calculated from the scattering rates of 
ionized impurities and polar optical phonons for up to five subbands in the 
quantum well [3]. In our model, the rates of transfer of electrons and their 
energies to and from each subband are calculated from the intersubband 
and intrasubband scattering rates. The two higher moments of Boltzmann 
Transport Equation in the form of a current continuity equation and an en­
ergy balance equation, along with the self-consistent solution of Poisson and 
Schrodinger Equations are numerically solved to obtain i-v characteristics 
of the device.
Although our Poisson-Schrodinger solver can predict up to five subbands, 
because of the intensive computations involved, only two subbands are taken 
into account. Given the fact that at 300 K more than 85 percent of electrons 
are distributed between the two lowest subbands [3], it is believed that addi­
tional accuracy in the results by treatment of the third and higher subbands 
as quantized systems would not justify the additional computation efforts. 
In our present model, we consider the electrons in the lowest two subbands 
to be in the quantum well with their motion restricted to only one dimen­
sion, and the electrons in the third and higher subbands to behave as bulk 
electrons with no restrictions in their motion.
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Chapter 3
Scattering M echanism s in 
th e Q uantum  W ell
The polar optical-phonon scattering and the ionized impurity scattering 
are the main scattering mechanisms encountered in III-V compound semi­
conductors. In this chapter, the polar optical-phonon scattering which is 
due to lattice vibrations, and ionized impurity scatterings due to impurity 
atoms present are described. At around room temperature, the mobility of 
electrons in semiconductors is dominated by phonon scattering. The total 
scattering rate represents the probability per unit time that an electron with 
a state wave vector K i is scattered into a state with a wave vector K 2 . For 
independent scattering mechanisms, the total scattering rate is defined by:
3  = + i  = f3-1)
'tot ' tot tot
where the subscript I  denotes impurity scattering and pop, the polar optical- 
phonon scattering, r  is the relaxation time, and .SfKi, K 2 ) is the probability 
of an electron being scattered [25].
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3.1 Polar Optical-Phonon Scattering
The polar optical-phonon scattering is a superposition of two scattering 
processes involving emission and absorption of a phonon respectively. Polar 
optical scattering with emission of a polar optical phonon occurs when the 
electron energy exceeds the energy of a polar optical phonon. The polar 
optical scattering with absorption of an optical phonon are negligible, when 
there are very few phonons available. At above 100 K, the optical-phonon 
scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism [26]. The polar optical- 
phonon scattering rate is obtained from the following equation [3]:
(3-2>
x f  Z ^ 6 ( E ( k 2) -  E { kj) ±  7W0)dk2
where, € 0 0  and €a are the optical and static dielectric constant, huo is 
the polar-opticai-phonon energy, Q is the phonon wave-vector component 
parallel to the layer interface, kj and k2 denote the initial and final state 
wave vectors, Nq is the phonon occupation number, and J5(kj) and 2?(k2) 
are the initial and final state energy [27] [28]:
Q = yjkf  -f — 2k\k2Cos{6)
N q =
' tUjjQ ‘
exp
kBT_
- 1
- 1
-E(kl) — ^rn +
2 u  2h%_
2 m *
E lk  ) -  E  4- S V(  2) -
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
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and,
Hmn(Q) = J  J i ’mn(zi)^mn(z2)exp(-Q \zl -  z2\)dzidz2 (3.7)
with i)mn(z) = 1>m{z)i}n(z).
Hmn(Qys are the multisubband coupling coefficients and they are plot­
ted in chapter 6 [29], and z2 is the position from the heterojunction. The 6 
function takes care of the energy conservation, and the Q value which satis­
fies the S function in Eq. (3.2), is used to calculate Hmn(Q) from Eq. (3.7). 
In order to implement Eq. (3.2), we transform the integration as follows:
The factor multiplying the phonon emission rate is (Nq + 1). The emis­
sion is therefore composed of two contributions: one is independent of the 
phonon occupation number and is called spontaneous emission, and the sec­
ond term is proportional to Nq and is called stimulated emission, because 
more phonons are emitted if more ’stimulating’ phonons are present [25].
y ;  _  E (k l ) ±  K u o )k2d $dkz
We finally obtain,
Hmn (Q) (3.9)
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3.2 Ionized Im purity Scattering
The ionized impurity scattering is due to the presence of impurity atoms in 
the lattice, which may be ionized. Such atoms change the local electrostatic 
potential and create the necessary aperiodicity in the field to deflect the free 
carriers. When an electron travels past a fixed charged particle, e.g., an 
ionized acceptor or donor, its path will be deflected by the charge on that 
fixed particle. The probability of this scattering depends on the temperature 
and the impurity concentration. The effect of impurity scattering on the 
mobility is dominant for heavily doped samples at low temperatures, where 
the lattice scattering can be ignored. In order to find the ionized impurity 
scattering, we first start by an initial value. Equation 3.10 offers good initial 
values given by [3]:
<}>(Qi *2) =  £f=i e x p ( - Q \ z 2 -  2i|)Si 
X 2foea(Q+Si)GXP ( ~ Q \ Zi ~  z o\)
+  2e0e Q exP(~Q\zi ~  *1) (3-10)
where (p(Q, 2 2 ) is the initial value, and
s < = <3-n >
and
Edi = k„T [l + exp [-% ^]]
x In 1 +  exp Ep  — Ei
kBT ]] (3-12)
where, E{ is the energy level for the ith subband, 5,- is the screening 
constant, Edi is the diffusion energy, <7 ,(2 ) is the electron density function,
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and Ni is the two-dimensional carrier density expressed by the following 
equation:
m*kBT  r r E p - E i l ]  .
w  =  ^ ^ l n [ 1 +  <!xph w H ]  ( 3 1 3 )
Using Eq. (3.10), the following equation is solved iteratively:
W , 2 j)  =  ~ f ^ e x p ( - Q \ z 3 -  zi \ )
X E i-1  Sigi(zi)  f  Z2)gi(z2)dz2dzi  
+  2c0ea(g exv{—Q\zz -  *o|) (3-14)
where, Qi{z) = i>?{z).
The matrix element Mmn{Q) for the electron-impurity interaction is ob­
tained from:
=  j  M l J z 0)N ,(za)dza (3.15)
with
Mmn(z0) =  J  e 4 ( Q , z s ) ^ m M ^ n  ( 2 3 ) ^ 3  (3.16)
where, JV/(zo) represents the impurity concentration at z = Z q . The 
impurity scattering is obtained from:
S i '  = 2^ /  -  S (k ,))rfk 2 (3.17)
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In order to implement Eq. (3.17), the integration is transformed to:
/ /  |Mm„(Q)|25(B(K2) -  EQayjkiMdkt =
/  /  +  * ? ) < » ^  (3.18)
Finally, we obtain the following equation for the ionized impurity scat­
tering [3]:
717 * fBir
SZP = 2 ^ J o  <3-19)
The ionized impurity scattering is elastic since the impurity is so much 
heavier than the electron, therefore, nothing happens if the wave vector K 
does not change direction. For inelastic processes, like polar optical-phonon 
scattering, this is not the case. For example, an electron emitting a phonon 
loses all its energy in the scattering process even if K i and K 2  are parallel 
[25).
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Chapter 4
Basic System  o f Equations
4.1 T h e  Set o f  D ifferen tia l E qu ation s
In this numerical modeling of HEMT, the basic system of equations include 
the Poisson’s Equation, the Schrodinger’s Equation, and the Boltzmann’s 
moment Equations. The Poisson and Schrodinger’s Equations are solved 
self-consistently, in order to obtain an accurate electron density in the quan­
tum system.
The Poisson’s Equation is given by:
V 2V = l ( n - p  + NA - N d ) (4.1)
where q is the electronic charge,e the dielectric constant, n the total elec­
tron concentration,p the total hole concentration, NA the acceptor doping 
level, and Nd the donor doping level. We assume zero hole concentration, 
therefore we obtain:
d2V d2V  a
+ W  = - f [Arc(*' ^  -  n (I’ ^  (4-2)
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The Schrodinger’s Equation is given by:
-  “  vv (x > y ) ^ ( x ) = EM X) (4-3)
where m* is the electron effective mass, V(x,y) the electrostatic poten­
tial, and ipi the wavefunction corresponding to the eigenvalue E{ for the i-th 
subband. The boundary conditions are that the wavefunctions vanish at 
both infinities. Since Schrodinger’s Equation involves the electrostatic po­
tential, and the electrostatic potential in turn depends on the electron dis­
tribution, a self-consistent solution of Poisson’s and Schrodinger’s Equations 
is required in order to obtain an accurate electron density in the quantum 
system.
From Boltzmann Transport Equation, we derive the particle conserva­
tion, Eq. (4.4), and the energy conservation Eq. (4.5), in subband i, in the 
one-dimensional quantum well :
= t)VV(x) +  V ( V w i ( x ,  ())) (4.4)
H - E ^ t ^ - E * , ^ )  < =  1,2
dt
+V(DB.,n i{x,t)Ei(x,t))) +
-  E ) / , ( n'E!r~"yE|°) -  i =  1,2
(4.5)
where n is the electron concentration, j  the electron current density, q the 
electronic charge, m  the mobility, D{ diffusivity, pE,i flux mobility, De ,x the
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flux diffusivity, E the average electron energy, r,j particle relaxation time, 
TE,ij energy relaxation time for particles moving from subband i to subband 
j ,  and hwo is the polar optical-phonon energy. V represents d/dy  in the 
one-dimensional quantum well. The first summation term ( )
in Eq. (4.4), accounts for the particles moving from subband j  to subband 
i, and the second summation term ( — ~ l^”gl) ) ia Eq. (4.4), accounts
for the particles moving from suhband i to subband j .  The first summation 
term ( ) ) in Eq. (4.5) accounts for the energy gained due
to the movement of particles from subband j  to subband i, and the second 
summation term ( — in Eq. (4.5), accounts for the energy
loss due to the movement of particles from subband i to subband j .  Finally, 
the last summation term ( — )ftuo ), in Eq. (4.5) includes the
effect of the loss of energy by the electron to the polar optical-phonon. The 
two-dimensional mobility terms fi; and fiE,i are calculated from Eqs. (4.6) 
and (4.7) respectively:
_  e j T tot(E )E ex p { -E /kT )d E
*  y2m*kT} f  exp(—E /k T )d E  { }
_  e f T iQt(E )E * exp (-E /kT )d E
^  2m*kT f  Eexp(—E /k T )d E  K >
where r<0t is the total relaxation time. The derivation of Eq. (4.6) and
(4.7) is similar to the three-dimensional mobilities derived by [3]. Also,
the diffusivity terms £),- and De ,{ are calculated from Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) 
respectively.
kT  , ,
A  =  —  Vi 4.8
q
kT
D e , i =  — P E, i  (4.9)
q
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In the bulk (electrons in the third and higher subbands), we have the 
following particle conservation, and energy conservation Equations, respec­
tively :
—  =  V .( - /m W  +  V(Dn)) +  <?,• * — 1,2 (4.10)
= - J . W  — n B  +  V .a i - p n E V V  +  V (D nE )) + F{ £ =  1,2
(4.11)
where, B  is the energy dissipation factor, a  is a constant relating fj, to he 
and D to De  and has a value of 2 [4],[30], and V represents (d/dx, d/dy) in 
the two-dimensional bulk. The transverse and longitudinal mobilities, the 
transverse and longitudinal diffusion constants, and the energy dissipation 
constant, B for the bulk have been provided by I. Kizilyalli and K.Hess 
[1][2][21]. The term G; is the generation like term that takes into account 
the transfer of electrons between the bulk and the first (i= l) and second 
(i=2) subbands. The term F{ is a similar term that takes the rate of energy 
transfer between the bulk and the two subbands into consideration [1][2]. 
However, because the second subband is included in our quantization system 
and the rate of transfer of electrons and energies are included in Eqs. (4.4) 
and (4.5), the rate of electron and energy transfer (G,- and Ft) between the 
bulk and the two subbands is neglected.
The terms in Eqs. (4.4), (4.5), (4.10) and (4.11) involving //, correspond 
to transport of electrons and average energy under the influence of electric 
field, and the terms involving D correspond to transport of electrons and 
average energy due to diffusion processes, respectively.
In order to establish a relationship between the carrier concentration in
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the quantum well and that in the bulk, we assume a quasi-equilibrium state 
is established between the relative electron distributions in the two systems. 
The electron concentrations in the bulk and in the quantum well are given 
by the following equations:
Nbuik = NC exp ( - ~ ~kf Fn)  (4-12)
and
AT,, = NIc In [l + exp ( - B‘ ~ J F" ) \  (4.13)
where E{ are the minimum energies of the first two subbands in the 
quantum well, and E s  is the minimum energy of the third subband. N q  
and Nic are the effective density of states of GaAs in the three-dimensional 
bulk and in the two-dimensional quantum well, respectively, and are given 
by:
and
where m* is the effective mass, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T  is 
the lattice temperature.
Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) require knowledge of Epm the electron quasi- 
Fermi energy which is calculated as follows: The total number of electrons 
in the quantum well and the bulk is calculated using:
rxbulk
W'total = fa/j "1“ I fl'bulkd$ (4.16)
1= 1,2
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where Xbuik is the width of the active bulk layer, and n/,- and nbutk are the
concentration of electrons in the quantum well and the bulk, respectively, 
and are calculated from (4.4), (4.5), (4.10) and (4.11). The total number 
of electrons ritotal in the system is then divided between the quantum well 
and the bulk such that, with the same quasi-Fermi energy, both (4.12) and
(4.13) are satisfied. The energy level Epn that satisfies both (4.12) and
(4.13) and makes the sum of jQbutk Nbulk and IV/,• from (4.12) and (4.13) 
equal to nt0tal from (4.16) is the quasi-Fermi energy. This process adds a 
new self-consistency to the estimation of the variables Nbulk, Nj{, Eli, Els, 
and Epn at each time step in the iteration cycle. The symbols Nbulk and 
Nji denote the values of nbulk and nu  at each mesh point in each iteration 
cycle.
4 .2  N u m erica l M eth od
The numerical solution of the partial differential equations outlined in Sec­
tion 4.1 requires iterative computation both in time and space. Numerical 
stability problems are often associated with such iterative techniques and 
careful consideration is needed to ensure smooth convergence of the results. 
An explicit approach is commonly employed to solve the continuity equa-
The values of n and V  at time k are plugged into the right-hand-side of 
Eq. (4.18) yielding the value of n at the next time step &+1. Although this
tion
(4.17)
which is discretized into the form
(4.18)
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method is extremely straight forward, it requires excessively small time steps 
to guarantee numerical stability. Specifically, it has been shown [31] that 
the maximum time step one can use without having any stability problem 
is given by,
At < min A x2 Ay2 2D (4.19)2D(Ax2 +  A y2) ’ v2, 
where A x  and Ay  are the mesh spacings, D the diffusivity, and the 
saturation velocity. When the maximum allowable time step is exceeded, a 
minor perturbation in the values of at mesh point (ij) can result in a 
diverging solution. The smallest mesh dimensions used in our simulations 
are 2 • 10-7 and 5-10-6 cm, respectively. The diffusivity at low field is about 
300 cm2/a. Assuming the mesh spacing to be the limiting factor to the 
speed of the iterative process, the maximum time step one can use without 
causing numerical instability problem is
At < 6.6 • 10-17sec.
which is of the order of 105 times smaller than the typical transient time of 
HEMT. This poses a serious problem for the convergence of the program. In 
order to increase the time step to speed up the program, one has to increase 
the mesh spacing which in turn will sacrifice the accuracy of the result. 
Another approach to the solution of the continuity equation is to write the 
continuity equation in an implicit form,
dn _  1 
dt 2 q V-J*  + V - J fc+1] . (4.20)
where the superscript k represent time. The price to pay is complicated 
discretization and tedious solution. In this thesis, the implicit approach 
based on Eq. (4.20) is used [33].
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As shown in the flow chart of Fig. 4.1, we begin the numerical model with 
an initial guess for the electron densities in the bulk and in the quantum well. 
Then, we start the iterative process by solving the Poisson and Schrodinger’s 
Equations self consistently, from which we obtain the electrostatic potential 
V, the eigenvalues JEJ,-, and the wavefunctions fy. The scattering rates are 
calculated next, using the eigenvalues and wavefunctions obtained. The 
mobilities and the coupling terms in the Boltzmann Transport Equation are 
derived from these scattering rates. Finally we solve the two moments of 
Boltzmann equation in the form of a current continuity equation and an 
energy balance equation, and obtain the i — v characteristics of the device.
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Chapter 5
Boundary Conditions
The transport of electrons in the device is governed by Boltzmann and Pois­
son Equation, with three unknown variables n, E, and V. These equations 
are solved subject to the boundary conditions given in this Chapter.
The electrostatic potential is continuous throughout the simulation do­
main (Fig. 5.1). We assume no interface state between the AlGaAs and 
GaAs layers and both the potential and its derivative are continuous at the 
heterojunction.
At the interface between the AlGaAs layer and the capping dielectric, 
x = —d (see Fig. 2.1), the boundary condition for V is
dV
'AlGaAs d x = -q n 33 (5.1)
- d +
where n3B is the surface density of trapped charge at the interface. In our 
simulations t, the value of n33 is assumed to be constant along the entire 
interface between the AlGaAs layer and the capping dielectric. Such as­
sumption is not expected to introduce significant errors. It has been shown 
[32] that the interface states in HEMT’s do not affect the operation of the 
devices as much as they do in other FET devices since they are separated 
from the conducting channel by the insulating AlGaAs layer.
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At the substrate boundary, x = Lx, we assume the electric field to be 
zero in the x-direction, and thus we have the boundary condition,
dV_
dx = 0 (5.2)Lx
The electrostatic potential at the gate Vg is given by
Vg = Vga + Vbi (5.3)
where Vga is the voltage applied across the gate and the substrate and Vbi 
is the the built-in voltage given by
qVn = - $ m s  + A Ec + Ef  (5.4)
where $ m s  is the work function difference between metal and the semicon­
ductor, AEC is the conduction band discontinuity at the heterojunction, and 
Ef is the Fermi energy relative to the conduction band in the bulk GaAs 
(Fig. 5.1).
The electrostatic potential V  and the electron concentration n in the 
source boundary are obtained by solving along with a one-dimensional Pois­
son’s Equation the following equation which assumes zero current density 
in the transverse direction [4]
dV dn
«"*& - qD Si = °- (5-5)
The boundary value for n on the drain side is the same as that in the source 
side, whereas that for V  is taken as the source potential plus the difference 
between the drain and source voltages
V (x ,Ly) = F(z,0) + (Yi -  VB). (5.6)
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Assuming no leakage current from the device, the boundary conditions for 
n at the heterojunction and the bottom substrate boundary are given by,
Ji|i=o = 0 (5.7)
and
jt\*=Lx = 0. (5.8)
where the transverse current density is given by
dV  n dn , .
Finally, we assume the average energy at all boundaries to attain equi­
librium with the lattice, thus establishing the boundary condition for E :
E  = %kT (5.10)
where T  is the lattice temperature [33].
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Chapter 6
R esults
6.1 D ev ice  D im en sion  and A p p lied  V oltages
The structure of the HEMT device used in our simulations is shown in 
Pig. 6.1 [1][2]. On the two sides of the gate, there are two 0.5 (im regions 
separating the gate from the source and drain. Beneath the gate, there is a 
highly doped AloaGaojAa layer of width 50 nm. In order to separate the 
free electrons in the GaAs channel from their donor impurities in AlGaAs 
and reduce remote scattering of electrons, a 10 nm  spacer region made of 
undoped AlGaAs exists between the highly doped AlGaAs layer and the 
GaAs layer. The GaAs layer consists of a quantum well of width 100 nm 
and a bulk layer of width 300 nm. On the two sides, there are two highly 
doped GaAs regions, serving as ohmic contacts to the source and drain. 
The doping level of GaAs is 1014cm~3, and the doping level of AlGaAs is 
5.0xl017cm”3. The channel length is 2.0 /im, and the gate length is 1.0fxm. 
The simulations are done for an ambient temperature of 300 K.
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6.2  S ca tter in g  rates
The self-consistent solution of Poisson and Schrodinger’s Equations from 
Ng and Khoie model [1][2] are used, to calculate the wavefunctions for five 
subbands, taken at the middle of the gate region. These wavefunctions are 
shown in Figs. 6.2 through 6.6. The wavefunction for the first subband 
(Fig. 6.2) peaks at a distance of about 17nm from the heterojunction, to a 
value of about 1000/y/crn. As shown in Figs. 6.3-6.6, there are n peaks for 
the rath subband. The highest peak for the second subband is located at 22 
nm, for the third subband at 24 nm, for the fourth subband at 25 nm, and 
for the fifth subband at 26 nm from the heterojunction.
From the equations described in Chapter 3, the scattering rates are cal­
culated, and compared to the results reported by Yokoyama and Hess [3]. 
The multisubband coupling coefficients Hmn(Qy$, obtained from Eq. (3.7) 
are shown in Fig. 6.7. The results reported by Ref. [3] are shown in Fig. 
6.8. As can be seen from these two figures, the agreement between the two 
sets of data is good. The polar optical-phonon scattering rates vs energy for 
the first and the second subband at 300 K obtained from Eq. (3.9), using 
HmniQ)1 s, are shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. The results of the 
scattering rates calculated by Ref. [3] are also shown in Fig. 6.11. Again, 
the agreement between our MS-SCBTE model and their calculation is very 
good. As seen in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, the scattering rates decrease with 
increasing energy. This is because the electron energy is dependent on the 
eigenvalues obtained from the self-consistent calculation of the Poisson and 
Schrodinger’s Equations, and at higher energy levels there is less probability 
to find electrons, therefore, there is less probability of scattering.
The calculated values of |Mmn(^o)|2 vs location z q  (a generalized posi­
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tion coordinate; in our case x q )  at 300 K with Q = 1.86 x 106 for (1,1) 
transitions, and Q =  1.84 x 106 for (1,2) transitions, and Q = 8.22 x 106 for 
(3,3) transitions are shown in Figs. 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14, respectively. The 
equivalent results of |Mmn(^o)|2 obtained by Ref. [3] are shown in Fig. 6.15. 
As it was predicted by [3], the peak locations for intrasubband transitions 
coincide with the zCs. For example, for the (1,1) transitions, that is, the 
transitions from the first subband back to the first subband, the peak is 
at zq = 17nm, as shown in Fig. 6.12, which is the same as the peak of 
the wavefunction shown in Fig. 6.2. The calculated square of matrix ele­
ments \Mmn(Q)\2 for intrasubband transitions at 300 K are shown in Fig. 
6.16. Similar results were obtained by Ref. [3] and are shown in Fig. 6.17. 
We notice that with the decrease of the Q value, the values of |Mmm(Q)|2 
increases. These matrix elements are used to calculate the rate of ionized 
impurity scattering. The ionized impurity scattering rates for the first sub­
band are shown in Fig. 6.18, and the results obtained by Ref. [3] are shown 
in Fig. 6.19, and they are in good agreement.
6.3 I-V  C h aracteristics
In this section all the results obtained from our model are compared to the 
results obtained by Ng and Khoie [1][2], where only one subband was taken 
into account and the intersubband and intrasubband scattering rates in BTE 
were neglected.
The variations of the drain current with the drain voltage are calculated 
under three different gate biasing conditions: Vg= 0.45 V, 0.5 V, and 0.7 V. 
In Fig. 6.20, the i — v characteristics of the device is shown along with the
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i — v characteristics reported by the previous model [1][2]. In both cases, 
the slopes of the i — v curves decrease as the drain voltage increases, but in 
our model, smaller drain currents are obtained. The reason is the inclusion 
of scattering rates in the transport of electrons. With the scattering rates 
present, the electron density in the quantum well of the channel under the 
drain decreases, which yields smaller drain currents. As we will explain 
later, it is very important to take the quantization of the second subband 
into account at 300 K. However, at 77 K we expect our results to be closer 
to the previous model [1][2], because at that temperature, 98 percent of the 
electrons are in the first subband [3].
The overestimation of the drain current by Ref. [1][2] (OS-SCBTE) can 
be seen from the i — v characteristics of Fig. 6.20. When a gate bias of 
0.7 V is applied the change in the drain current in our model decreases 
substantially above a drain voltage of 0.8 V, which is the saturation region, 
whereas the drain current obtained from the previous model [1][2], still has 
a sharp slope as the drain voltage is increased, and the onset of saturation 
occurs at around 1.2 V. Therefore, the MS-SCBTE model shows that the 
device goes into saturation at a lower drain voltage than those predicted by 
OS-SCBTE.
Figs. 6.21 and 6.22 show the variations of the electrostatic potential with 
a gate voltage of 0.7 V, and drain voltages of 0.5 V, and 1.35 V, respectively. 
For the same applied voltages, the electron concentrations in the bulk GaAs 
and first two subbands are shown in Figs. 6.23-6.29. The concentration of 
the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by multiplying the probability 
density ipi(x)2 by the electron sheet density. Figs. 6.23 and 6.24 show 
the electron concentration in the bulk GaAs; Figs. 6.25 and 6.26 show the
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electron concentration in the first subband in the quantum well, and Figs. 
6.27 through 6.29 show the electron concentration in the second subband in 
the quantum well. The most important observation that can be made is that 
at 300 K, 52 percent of electrons are in the first subband and 26 percent are 
in the second subband. These results agree very well with those reported 
by [3] in which about 68 percent of electrons are in the first subband, and 
about 20 percent are in the second subband. Therefore, it is very important 
to take into account the second subband, and include the coupling terms 
between the subbands in a numerical modeling of HEMT. This is the reason 
why considering electrons in the second subband as bulk, as it was done 
in the previous model [1][2], introduces error, and overestimation of device 
characteristics. We also notice that, in the bulk, first subband, and second 
subband, when Vd = 0.5V, the electron concentration is relatively uniform 
from source to drain, but when Vd = 1.35V, we notice a sharp reduction in 
the electron concentration in the region close to drain. This is the pinch- 
off phenomenon. Under these conditions the electric field under the drain 
side of the gate reaches a maximum value, as shown in Fig. 6.22. As the 
drain voltage increases, the longitudinal current decreases from the source 
along the channel, until it eventually reaches a minimum value at the pinch- 
off point; therefore the current goes from the heterojunction into the bulk. 
This effect clarifies the large transverse current peak at the pinch off; and 
the device goes into saturation, where the drain current does not increase 
linearly with the drain voltage. The transverse and longitudinal current 
densities are shown in Figs. 6.30 through 6.33 for a gate voltage of 0.7 V, 
and drain voltages of 0.5 V and 1.35 V as before.
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In Figs. 6.34 through 6.38, we show the effect of maintaining a constant 
drain voltage and changing the gate voltage, where Vg — 0.25 V, 0.5 V, 0.75 
V, 0.9 V, and 1.0 V. We see that as the gate voltage increases, the electron 
concentration in the channel increases. We also notice the pinch-off when 
the gate voltage is much smaller than the drain voltage, where the electrons 
are drawn toward the drain contact. The drain current vs. gate voltage 
under a constant drain voltage of 0.9 V is shown in Fig. 6.39. Also, in Fig. 
6.39 are the results from the previous OS-SCBTE model, where only one 
subband was taken into account compared to our MS-SCBTE model where 
the second subband is also quantized.
Fig. 6.40 shows the relationship between the total charge, Q, in GaAs 
layer and the applied gate voltage, Vg, along with the result from the previ­
ous model. The circuit parameters such as the transconductance, the gate 
capacitance, and the unity-gain frequency can be calculated using the fol­
lowing equations:
n -  dId
9m ~ dVg ( }
<6-2>
h  = h %  <6-3>
The values of transconductance under various gate voltages are shown 
in Fig. 6.41, along with the results obtained from the previous OS-SCBTE 
model [1][2]. We see that in the present model, as it has been reported 
[21][22], the transconductance increases with the gate voltage at low voltage
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levels, and then decreases as the gate voltage is increased further. But this 
effect is not shown from the previous model [1][2], instead, the transcon­
ductance decreases linearly. We see the same effect in Figs. 6.42 and 6.43, 
where the gate capacitance and unity-gain frequency are presented respec­
tively, along with the results obtained from the OS-SCBTE model. In our 
model we obtain smaller drain currents and smaller transconductances com­
pared to the previous model [l][2j. For example, at a gate bias of about 
0.625 V, we obtain a transconductance of 316 mS/mm, compared to 520 
mS/mm; a gate capacitance of 17.68 pF/cm, compared to 21 pF/cm; and a 
unity-gain frequency of 28.44 GHz, compared to 39 GHz.
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Chapter 7
D iscussion and Conclusion
A two-dimensional multisubband self-consistent Boltzmann Transport Equa­
tion model (MS-SCBTE) for the High Electron Mobility Transistor was pre­
sented. The Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s Equations are solved self-consistently 
along with the mobilities for the first two subbands, which are derived from 
polar optical-phonon scatterings. The ionized impurity scatterings are also 
calculated and the results are in good agreement with the results reported 
by Yokoyama and Hess [3]. The coupling terms between the subbands are 
also included in Boltzmann’s Transport Equations.
The pinch-off phenomenon and the two-dimensional nature of electron 
transport have been demonstrated. At a given gate voltage, we obtain lower 
transconductance and drain currents which is due to the fact that in Ng and 
Khoie’s OS-SCBTE model [1][2], only one subband was taken into account 
and the scattering rates were not included in the Boltzmann’s Transport 
Equation for the quantum well. Therefore, the drain current, the transcon­
ductance and the unity-gain frequency were overestimated, compared to our 
model which predicts closer values to the experimental results.. Also, in the
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present model, we observe the general, well known pattern [21][22], in which 
the transconductance increases with the gate voltage at low gate bias, and 
as the gate bias is increased further, the transconductance starts to decrease. 
Therefore, we conclude that due to the quantization of the electrons in the 
second subband, about 20 percent of the electrons that are in the second 
subband are essential in any numerical simulation and must not be consid­
ered as bulk. Treating these electrons as bulk indeed introduces errors in 
the results in the form of overestimation of the drain current, the channel 
conductance, and transconductance as well as unity-gain frequency. For ex­
ample, at a gate bias of about 0.625 V, we obtain a transconductance of 
316 mS/mm, compared to 520 mS/mm; a gate capacitance of 17.68 pF/cm, 
compared to 21 pF/cm; and a unity-gain frequency of 28.44 Ghz, compared 
to 39 GHz. These results are much closer to the results reported by other 
researchers [22].
In order to improve this model, many different approaches may be taken. 
Because of long computation time involved, the ionized impurity scatterings 
where not included. By using the supercomputer, we can reduce the com­
putation time, and include ionized impurity scatterings and other scattering 
rates, namely, the intervalley scatterings [21][34]. The intervalley scattering 
mechanism occurs when the electron energy exceeds the particular valley 
energy, and the phonon’s wavelength depends on the valleys involved [35]. 
Also, electron conduction in the AlGaAs layer can be included with con­
sideration of the tunneling current through the heterojunction, and leakage 
current through the gate Schottky barrier. An improvement can also be 
made by including a more accurately described source and drain contact
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behavior, because, the contacts play an important role in the device charac­
teristics. A high source resistance reduces transconductance, whereas a high 
drain resistance causes saturation to occur at higher drain voltages. There­
fore, by taking fixed values for electron concentration at the source and drain 
contacts which means zero contact resistance, the actual transconductance 
is higher and the saturation occurs at higher drain voltages.
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Figure 6.23: Electron concentration in the bulk with agate voltage of 0.7V
and a drain voltage of 0.5V, where we observe the pinch-off.
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Figure 6.24: Electron concentration in the bulk with a gate voltage of 0.7V
and a drain voltage of 1.35V.
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subband with a gate voltage of 0.7V and a drain voltage of 0.5V. The 
concentration of the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by 
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Figure 6.26: Electron concentration in the quantum well for the first 
subband with a gate voltage of 0.7V and a drain voltage of 1.35V. The 
concentration of the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by 
multiplying the probability density Vi( * ) 2  by the electron sheet density.
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Figure 6.27: Electron concentration in the quantum well for the second 
subband with a gate voltage of 0.7V and a drain voltage of 0.5V. The 
concentration of the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by 
multiplying the probability density 0 2 ( * ) 2  by the electron sheet density.
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Figure 6.28: Electron concentration in the quantum well for the second 
subband with a gate voltage of 0.7V and a drain voltage of 0.5V (a 
different angle, where we see the two peaks due to tfo). The concentration 
of the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by multiplying the 
probability density ^ ( x ) 2 by the electron sheet density.
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Figure 6.29: Electron concentration in the quantum well for the second 
subband with a gate voltage of 0.7V and a drain voltage of 1.35V. The 
concentration of the electrons in the quantum well is obtained by 
multiplying the probability density ^ ( ® ) 2  by the electron sheet density.
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Figure 6.32: Longitudinal current density with a gate voltage of 0.7V and
a drain voltage of 0.5V.
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Figure 6.33: Longitudinal current density with a gate voltage of 0.7V and
a drain voltage of 1.35V.
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Figure 6.36: Total electron concentration with a gate voltage of 0.75V and
a drain voltage of 0.9V.
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